
 Social Science (2023-24)  

Lesson plan- 5 

Class- IX 

Subject- Geography 

Chapter/Topic- India Size and Location 

Brief description: India’s Location, Size, India and the World, India’s Neighbors, Peninsula, standard 
Meridian of India, Indian mainland, Indian standard time, Island, Gulf, Indian Ocean and its significant etc. 

KPI 3: Define the terms 

KPI 2: Relating the points 

I Specific objectives: 

To enable the students to – 

SP1 : KPI Def. 3 Define Map, Longitude & Latitude, gulf & strait, coast, sub-continent, hemisphere, peninsula & island  (K) 
SP2 : KPI Def. 2 Explain the implication of location of India & its vast size. (UN) 

SP3: Comprehend the trading and cultural relationships of India with its neighboring countries. (ANL, APP) 
SP4 : Evaluate the situation & reasons that made 82.5E* longitude as Time meridian of India. (ANL, EVL) 

 

II Behavioral objectives: 

To enable the students to inculcate the values like - 
B1 Geographical unity, spirit of inquiry, cooperation & peace with neighbouring countries 

 

III Activity/Teaching learning Process  
1. Video and PPT related to the topics for better explanation and understanding. (K,U) 

2. Brainstorming strategy for inferring conditions and relationships of the people living in states that are sharing 

border with the neighbouring countries impact trade and culture. (APP) 

3. Map making for marking latitudes and longitudes, neighbouring countries, states etc. (K, APP) 

 

IV Assessment 

 From any activity taken above 

     Pen paper test 

 

V  Expected learning outcomes:  

Students will be able to- 

1. Appreciate the importance of India’s relation with the world through ages. 

2. Develop the skill to locate important latitudes & longitudes passing through India & the                                                         

neighbouring countries of India on the map. 

3. Appreciate & understand the implication of vast longitudinal & latitudinal extent of India. 

4. Appreciate the reason why an ocean is named after India. 

 

Topic/Start Date/Assessment 



Knowledge Understanding Application Analysis Synthesis Evaluation 

SP 1 SP 2 SP3 SP4   

   B1   

  Act. 1, 2,  Act. 3,    

      

Review of Lesson plan  

 
Problems faced- 

Success- 

Failure- 

Students Response/ Participation - 

Real learning outcomes - 

Teacher’s learning- 
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